Spatial summation in the receptive field of simple cells in the cat striate cortex.
Spatial summation was studied quantitatively through width response curves made with an optimally oriented test slit of variable width, and by comparing the response to combined presentation of several parallel slits with the response to each slit alone. Prior to summation analysis, the cell's discharge field (DF) was mapped by presenting a test slit ON and OFF across the receptive field. Activation profiles, showing the extension of subregions where light stimulation increased (enhancement) or decreased the firing rate (suppression), were made by presenting an optimally oriented activation slit in the most responsive DF-position. Against this activity the effects of a parallel test slit were determined in a series of broadside positions. Width response curves were made over the subregions of the DF and the activation profiles. Spatial summation was found in all cells, but the width of the summation region was smaller than the width of the subregions in the respective profiles. The width of the summation region was related to the degree of activation rather than to specific locations within the receptive field. The effect produced by several slits presented together deviated from the algebraic sum of the effects produced by each slit alone. Linear summation was rarely found. Accumulated response curves obtained by integration of DF or activation profiles were compared with width response curves to test linearity of summation. Linear summation throughout the whole receptive field was never found. A satisfactory fit was found only over a narrow region showing that summation was linear within a small part of the summation region. Linearity ended near response maxima or minima in the response profiles. The results indicate that the receptive field of simple cells consists of overlapping excitatory and inhibitory fields, and that the exact location and width of enhancement and suppression zones are determined by an activity-dependent balance between excitatory and inhibitory inputs.